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Abstract: Process improvement shares many characteristics with product development. Recognizin
these similarities is important, but so is recognizing some of the crucial differences. It is vital to the succes
of improvement efforts to realize that process change entails cultural change. Numerous social a
technical barriers must be overcome to effect lasting improvement. Ten patterns of successful softwa
process improvement are described which illustrate some important similarities and differences betwe
process improvement and product development.

Keywords: Patterns, Process Improvement, Software Process

Introduction
This paper attempts to capture some of the successful best practices observed by the author during his ex
with several process improvement initiatives (both as a change agent and as a change target). Instances
practices have been observed to recur throughout the published literature on software process improveme
are described here as “patterns”: named nuggets of insight conveying battle-proven solutions to recurring proble
each of which balances a set of competing concerns (see[Appleton]). These patterns are part of a growing collectio
of software process improvement patterns named “I-SPI” (pronounced “I Spy”), an acronym forInitiating Software
ProcessImprovement.

Definitions and Acronyms
Several acronyms are used throughout the process improvement literature. The acronyms used here are so
more frequently recurring terms which arenot specific to a particular process improvement framework (like the S
CMM or ISO 9000). These acronyms are:

SPI: Software Process Improvement

PIT: Process Improvement Team -- other acronyms used are PWG (Process Working Group
sometimes even SEPG (Software Engineering Process Group), though this latter acronym is
often used in place of PEG (see below)

PEG: Process Engineering Group -- the SEI Software CMM uses the acronym SEPG (Software Engin
Process Group)

IAT: Improvement Action Team -- another commonly used acronym is PAT (Process Action Team)

The Problem of Process Improvement
Process improvement affects more than just the processes used by practitioners to perform their work.
improvement efforts disrupt delicate ecosystems deeply rooted within the community. Process change means
change, replete with all the difficulties inherent in changing the perceptions, values, and normative behavio
community. Some of the forces that make such improvement efforts difficult are:

• Resistance to change (often due to a perceived threat of losing power, control, familiarity, or social status
• The speed at which groups and individuals are capable of assimilating change without suffering

dysfunction (see[Conner])
• The existing tolerance and readiness for change present within the current organizational climate
• Process change imposes a learning curve which typically makes things appear to get worse before t

better.
• Improvement efforts consume time and resources which many would prefer to spend on their par

development projects.
Last Modified 3/30/98
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The patterns presented below address some of these issues and may be categorized into patterns of orga
structure, and patterns of process and communication as follows:

These patterns are by no means a complete set of solutions for conducting process improvement initiative
repeated success, however, has been documented throughout the published literature on process improveme
of the issues left unresolved or unaddressed by these patterns are discussed within their resulting contexts.

Applicability
These patterns are applicable for use by an organization or department in which management has already
genuine commitment to sponsor and support process improvement efforts. It should be noted that for many
attempting process improvement, obtaining senior management commitment is a herculean task. However, th
is not addressed here. Furthermore, it is assumed that the process goals or assessment criteria have alre
determined. Among the more popular criteria used are: ISO 9000, the SEI Software CMM, and SPICE. Th
Software CMM and ISO 9000 were used most often within the authors personal experience, and amo
published software process improvement literature.

The size of the groups which the author directly observed using these patterns ranged from 7 people to a
people, and encompassed anywhere from 1 to 10 software project teams within the group. The size of the ind
project teams were between 2 and 12 people. Such groups and projects would typically be considered in the
medium-small range. However, published literature would suggest that the observed patterns scale quite
larger groups (perhaps with some slight variations).

Pattern Process is Product

Context Senior management has committed to sponsor and support improvement efforts. You
responsible for mobilizing people and resources to try and make it happen, but proc
improvement is a new endeavor for your group and you're unsure how to get started and
organized.

Problem How should a process improvement initiative be organized and managed?

Forces It would be preferable to use a project management infrastructure which is well established
familiar. Yet it seems that most of your SPI efforts will be spent trying to change the way peop
perform activities, not engineering a software system. It is uncertain that a development pro
management infrastructure is appropriate for a process improvement initiative. On the othe
hand, if the project is not treated as projects, it may not receive the necessary consideration
respect) from practitioners and from upper management (particularly at status and budget m
ings).

Organization Patterns
• Local Heroes

• PIT also Practices

• Dedicated Improvement Processors

• Center PEG

• Improvement Action Teams

Process and Communication Patterns
• Process is Product (process)
• Virtual Forum (communication)
• Process follows Practice (process)
• Improvement follows Process (process)
• Improvement follows Spiral (process)
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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Solution Treat it like a development project!Recruit a corresponding project team (often called a Proces
Improvement Team or PIT), select a project leader, and establish a repository to store proc
documentation and other process artifacts. Use appropriate planning, tracking, configuratio
management, and other methods and tools, just as they should be used for any other deve
ment project. Ensure that the visibility of the project to upper management and the rest of t
organization is comparable to that of other important projects.

Resulting
Context

The project management infrastructure for process improvement is like that of developmen
projects. It uses of the same kinds of methods and tools for planning, monitoring, and main
nance, and has appropriate visibility to garner the necessary resources and support from m
agement. This not only lends uniformity to the way various kinds of projects are managed, 
also helps legitimize improvement efforts so they are taken a bit more seriously by the entir
organization. Whether or not the existing project management infrastructure is capable of h
dling most improvement-related project management issues is an open question. Importan
ferences between the two kinds of projects haven't yet been addressed. The patternProcess
follows Practice addresses this by recognizing the kind of development project that resemble
process improvement project.

Rationale Use of this pattern signifies the important realization of the congruence between proc
development and product development.A process is a product! Its end-users are the
practitioners who will be required to perform the process. The documentation of procedu
policies, and standards are part of the finished product. Tools and training material are also
of the end result, as are any internally developed applications to automate procedures
integrate various development tools.[Osterweil1] and [Osterweil2] go one step further with
software processes, describing how “Software Processes are Software Too.” Thus, a project
management  infrastructure similar to that used by software projects is appropriate.

Related
Patterns

By equating the contexts of process and product development, it becomes valid to cons
numerous project management patterns in the context of conducting process improvem
Patterns from sources such as[PLoPD1] and[PLoPD2], may now be applicable.

Other process improvement patterns which follow from this one:

• A Virtual Forum may be created during the course of setting up the process developm
repository and other improvement project resources.

• Local Heroes will help you staff the PIT appropriately.
• Process follows Practice recommends the initial set of activities the PIT should

undertake.
• Improvement follows Process and Improvement follows Spiral discuss the process of

conducting process improvement efforts.

Known
Uses

[Wiegers] remarks that treating SPI efforts like a project with mini-projects for each SP
increment was key to the success of Kodak's SPI efforts.[Grady] expresses the same sentiment
of SPI efforts at Hewlett-Packard.[Austin,Paulish] and [Curtis] point to multiple SPI case
studies which reached the same conclusions.[Wakulczyk]explains how treating improvement
efforts at NORAD with the same careful management and visibility as major projects help
such efforts gain the respect they deserved.[Larner] states one lesson learned in SPI efforts a
Lloyds Bank was to set up and run each process improvement project like a developm
project using existing project management standards. Another SPI case study by[Radice]
states that treating improvement initiatives in this manner was not only a key characteristi
success, but that neglecting to conduct SPI projects this way was a recurring characterist
failed efforts.
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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Pattern Virtual Forum

Context You are setting up a process improvement project infrastructure usingProcess is Product. The
PIT requires a method of regularly communicating with process stakeholders to communi
project status and to solicit feedback and participation.

Problem How do you periodically discuss improvement efforts with practitioners without schedulin
numerous group-wide meetings that regularly compete with (and often interrupt) their prod
development tasks?

Forces You want to keep the entire practitioner community informed of the status of improveme
efforts. It is also desirable to solicit input and feedback on process improvement issues from
practitioner community. Normally this would require regular meetings, but practitione
typically dislike attending meetings (especially ones that don't appear to directly contribute
completing their development tasks). Furthermore, coordinating schedules to accommo
everyone can be an intractable problem. Memos and notices can easily be widely dissemin
but are sometimes too formal and don't encourage reciprocal dialogues (which are need
foster practitioner participation in improvement efforts).

Solution Create a group-wide discussion forum using a two-way communications medium that is alre
in wide use (local newsgroups, intranet, notes, etc.). Make sure messages on the forum
automatically archived and backed-up. Announce its availability to (and for) the ent
practitioner community and encourage its use for asking questions, contributing feedb
voicing concerns, and issuing complaints. It is essential that practitioners feel they m
communicate freely without fear of punishment or retaliation. But electronically disseminat
text is an imperfect means of communication: it doesn't accurately convey tone, fa
expression, or body language. This can be amplified by the fact that participants are some
removed from each other (instead of being face-to-face), resulting in occasio
misinterpretations and even heated disagreements ("flame wars"). A set of guidelines (
policy) for avoiding and resolving such predicaments should be clearly established up front

The intrusiveness of the implementation used must be carefully considered. Virtual foru
which are implemented as a selectable "channel" (like an intranet chat room, bulletin bo
local newsgroup or voluntary email list) are less intrusive, but won't necessarily rea
practitioner's who have chosen not to "tune in" to the channel. A virtual forum implemented
a group-wide email alias doesn't require such voluntary "channel selection", but the fact tha
such email goes to the same incoming mailbox as each recipient's other email messages (u
they use customized email filters) may be regarded as a nuisance to many who simply d
wish to participate.

Use a medium already in widespread use, but do not force participation down people's thro
A less intrusive medium involving voluntary selection or subscription might not be seen
everyone, but those who choose to tune it out are likely to be the same people who woul
greatly annoyed by a less voluntary medium (and hence unlikely to participate either way).

Resulting
Context

Improvement efforts can be presented and discussed without having to coordinate schedule
numerous group-wide meetings. Face-to-face group meetings are still needed for impo
occasions, but their frequency is greatly reduced. Issues can be disseminated to the e
community at once while being as informal as desired, permitting high-frequency two-w
communication between the PIT and its customers. Human contact is not replaced w
technology, but is instead augmented by it to conveniently increase communication (espec
across remote sites). In addition, the forum's electronic archive serves as a kind of improvem
project "memory", preserving important historical comments that may be easily recalled.
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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Although messages or "postings" to the virtual forum may reach the entire practition
community, there is no guarantee that each individual will take the time to read the messa
much less respond to them. Recipients are not forced to involve themselves in improvem
activities, but it is very convenient for them to do so. More importantly, practitioners a
provided an opportunity to stay abreast of improvement efforts and to actively voice th
feelings and concerns throughout the entire improvement process.

One risk in using a virtual forum is that it may replace other modes of informa
communications. Do not let the virtual forum completely replace meetings at the group a
individual levels. The main purpose of the forum is to address the lack of attendance that wo
result if frequent meetings were to be scheduled. The electronic forum is not capable
conveying the same richness of expression as a face-to-face dialogue (there is no satisfa
replacement for direct human interaction).

Related
Patterns

Involve Everyone [Delano,Rising], Informal Networks [Dikel,Kane], and Engage
Customers [Cope] are all similar to this pattern.Brown Bag [Delano,Rising]suggests another
way of solving this problem that may be applied in concert withVirtual Forum.

The virtual forum may be used to facilitate and coordinate communication between
Improvement Action Teams, the PIT(s) and theCenter PEG. It may also be used to solicit
participation and feedback duringProcess follows Practice.

Known
Uses

The use of an electronic forum to facilitate dialogues for garnering SPI input and feedback
described in[Austin,Paulish], [Baumert], and[McLane].

Pattern Local Heroes

Context You must assemble the process improvement team (a.k.a the PIT -- seeProcess is Product).
The pool of candidates from which to select team members contains people internal to
organization as well as those external to the organization (experienced consultants
prospective new-hires).

Problem How do you staff the PIT with members who can effectively lead the practitioner community
accepting and adopting process changes?

Forces Process experts are often perceived by practitioners as being steeped too much in theor
not enough in practice. It is desirable to have people who are not only knowledgeable abou
software processes, but also about the reality that practitioners face in the trenches on a
basis. Many competent practitioners may not have the requisite software process qu
experience. Experts external to the organization may possess the requisite knowledge
experience, but may be viewed as outsiders by key practitioners (whose trust and respec
essential to gain inroads into the development community).

Solution Compose the PIT primarily of venerated veteran practitioners throughout the developm
community. These people should be “all-stars in the family”: respected members of
organization with proven track records as developers or managers (cf.Domain Expertise in
Roles [Cope]). Ideally, these talented individuals have leadership potential: when they ta
their peers tend to listen and are more likely to follow their example.
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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If possible, try to recruit members from as many project teams as possible so that each pr
has at least one voice to represent its interests. However, don't sacrifice experience and re
at the expense of equitable representation. When push comes to shove, it is more importa
have people who are highly regarded by their coworkers than to have at least one member
each project team. If you have to make a compromise, go with the more influential individua
This advice is borne out both by the author's personal experience as well as in published
studies of process improvement efforts.

Sometimes project managers will resist having their best and brightest take time away f
their project commitments in order to participate in improvement efforts. The manager w
often try to send someone else instead (someone they feel is more "expendable" and
typically has much less influence in the development community). These less influen
individuals may be highly competent, but they often do not yet command the degree of res
needed to sway their coworkers to give various improvement ideas a fair chance. Empha
the importance of having the "local hero" be part of the PIT and try to hold out for the "re
thing" if you can manage it (this is another one of those times when senior and mid
management support may be needed).

Resulting
Context

The PIT is both socially and technically aligned with the practitioner community. PIT membe
have intimate knowledge of development issues, and their deeds and words are resp
within the development culture. These people are capable of leading the way because
practitioners know they have "been there, done that," and done it well.

It is assumed that a sufficient number of such people exist within the organization. If they
not, or if their numbers are scarce, then it may not be possible to use this pattern. Other pat
are needed to fill in this gap. One alternative would be to use as many insiders as possible
use external experts to fill the remaining slots.

Motivating individuals to participate in the PIT is not addressed by this pattern (Unity Of
Purpose [Harrison] may prove useful here). Patterns for establishing suitable rewards a
reinforcement to encourage such participation are also needed (seeCompensate Success
[Cope] for one example). Congruent action (see[WeinbergV3]) must somehow accompany the
creation of such rewards to ensure that practitioner's commitments are adjusted to a
appropriate time and training to participate in improvement efforts. This requires commit
support throughout the management hierarchy to enlist the cooperation of product-
managers and middle-managers to lighten workloads. Gaining such cooperation f
management is another issue not directly addressed here (other patterns are needed for
well).

Proj

Proj

Proj

Proj

Proj

Proj

PIT
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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Related
Patterns

This pattern shares many elements withDomain Expertise in Roles [Cope], Case Team
[Beedle], as well asGrass Roots andLocal Leader [Delano,Rising].

Size the Project [Cope] may help determine how many people should serve on the PI
Center PEG describes how to “Scope the PIT” for SPI initiatives that encompass a very lar
group of people.

PIT also Practices andDedicated Improvement Processors discuss how much time should
be devoted by members of the PIT to SPI efforts.

Known
Uses

[Curtis] cites SPI case studies which demonstrate the importance of staffing SPI initiati
with respected leaders (developers and managers) who are among the best and brightest
organization (as opposed to using merely competent people with less influence in
community). [Donaldsen,Siegel]support these findings, as do[Fowler,Rifkin]. [Wakulczyk]
describes how having an SEPG filled with peers greatly facilitated their ability to gain tru
from, and stay attuned with, the developers at NORAD.

Pattern Center PEG

Context The group undergoing process improvement is large enough that one PIT simply can’t ser
effectively (or else a PIT of extremely large and unwieldy size would be required).

Problem How do you manage multiple PITs for a large organization?

Forces A single guiding coalition (see[Kotter] ) is desirable to maintain conceptual integrity and
consistency of the improvement project. However, forming a single PIT usingLocal Heroes to
obtain equitable representation from the various projects and departments would vastly ex
a manageable team size (such as that recommended bySize the Project [Cope]). Forming
several smaller teams of more manageable size is possible, but could give rise t
combinatorial explosion in efforts between PITs trying to coordinate all their effort
Furthermore, if multiple PITs are created, the question arises as to which PITs have auth
over the others.

Solution Create a special PIT (often called a Process Engineering Group or PEG) to be a cente
guidance and support for the other PITs. Each PEG member will typically work full-time o
process engineering and improvement (seeDedicated Improvement Processors). The PEG
is the primary authoritative body for conducting and organizing improvement efforts in t
organization.

PIT

PIT

PIT

PIT

PIT

PIT

PEG
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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A common implementation of this pattern is to have each local PITs address the entire softw
process in their group or department (PIT per Subgroup). An alternative implementation that is
also uses local experts across the organization to assemble several process working gr
each of which focuses on a particular core competency or “key process area” (PIT per Core
Competency).

Another variant of this pattern used by extremely large organizations is to add another leve
dedicated business unit serves as the PEG for the entire corporation, while each sect
division assembles its own sub-PEG to coordinates multiple PITs.

Resulting
Context

The PEG becomes a central hub of planning, communication and expertise for coordina
process improvement efforts among multiple teams throughout the organization. Both the P
and the PITs are typically used throughout the entire lifespan of the improvement initiative.

Related
Patterns

This pattern bears a passing resemblance to the[GoF] design patternsMediator andObserver.
However, it has much more in common withHub, Spoke and Rim from [Cope], andSub-
Architect [Beedle].

Local Heroes should be used when forming the PEG.PIT also Practices and Dedicated
Improvement Processors suggest strategies to use for the other subordinate PITs (the latte
usually employed for the PEG as well).

Known
Uses

[Haley] writes of an executive SEPG steering committee used to coordinate four differ
process working groups at Raytheon.[Dorsey,McDonald] describe GTE’s improvement
successes using a central SEPG to coordinate 3-5 person process action teams, each dev
a specific key process area.[Austin,Paulish]mention ISO 9000 improvement efforts at DuPont
using a central process steering committee to coordinate multiple process subtea
[Donaldsen,Siegel]also describe the use of a central PEG to lead and coordinate improvem
efforts of part-time PITs.

Pattern PIT also Practices

Context You have identified a sufficiently large pool of individuals from which to form a PIT using
Local Heroes. Now you need to estimate and request resources, many of which hinge upon
amount of time you will be asking each PIT member to regularly commit to SPI activities. T
amount of time you request of each person may also determine whether or not that person
be able to participate in the PIT.

Problem How much time should PIT members devote to improvement efforts to make reasona
progress without becoming completely detached from rest of the practitioner community?

Forces Part-time members might be unable to contribute the necessary time and resources to ge
job done. It would be preferable to have people who can dedicate the majority of their time
SPI efforts, but it may not be feasible to pull some of the best practitioners off their curre
projects to work on SPI. It may be that you have a small group of people who don't really h
the resources to devote any one person to work full-time on SPI. Or it may be the case
many leading practitioners are simply too important to their development projects to risk be
removed from them. Those who currently participate in product development are desira
because they are intimately aware of the existing corporate culture and the developm
community.
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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Solution Have PIT members spend 10%-20% of their time on process improvement while still work
on their current development projects. Make sure their schedules are adjusted to permit tim
improvement-related activities. This requires cooperation from the corresponding pro
managers, which in turn may require the support of middle and senior management. If poss
try to have at least one or two PIT members devote 50%-100% of their time to handle
managerial and administrative overhead for coordinating improvement efforts.

The question still stands as to whether or not it is realistic to expect to accomplish SPI wit
part-time team. Four or five hours per week to devote to improvement efforts isn't very mu
especially if PIT meetings are held on a periodic basis. Reserving eight to ten hours per w
for PIT members to spend on SPI more realistic, provided their workloads can be adjuste
accommodate PIT activities.

Resulting
Context

The PIT is socially connected with the practitioner community. PIT members have an intim
and ongoing awareness of the development culture because they are still a part of it. The
project teams have a representative voice in the PIT and vice versa. PIT members may not
as much time to spend on SPI as one might prefer, but the active connection to the practiti
community increases the likelihood of process changes being adopted and accepted (sinc
members are still considered by them to be a respected “part of the family”). The inherent
is that without adequate management sponsorship and support, the time devoted by part
members to SPI efforts may disappear whenever a crisis arises. This would jeopardize
continuity and conceptual integrity of improvement efforts. This risk is partially addressed
devoting 1-2 people half-time or full-time to SPI (but the threat may still exist). Patterns whi
further mitigate this concern are sorely needed.

Rationale There are those who warn against committing people only part-time to improvement effo
([Grady] is one of them). Certainly there is some amount of truth to the “no pain, no gai
attitude that taking a “hit” early on will pay off in the long run. But the fact of the matter is tha
many groups (particularly the smaller groups attempting improvement efforts) simply ca
afford the kind of up front investment required to devote most PIT members full-time
improvement efforts. Either the resources simply are not available to begin with, or else
initial damage would be too great to permit the group to sustain itself.

In these cases, a compromise is required. There is nothing wrong with taking “baby steps
that is all you can afford at the moment (in fact[Wiegers] recommends it). Things may take
longer to accomplish, and one still needs to worry about improvement efforts dwindling
previously mentioned, but it is far better to proceed more slowly and reach the goal than it i
overcommit and then fail. The resulting failure will make it doubly difficult to try again if
people have been soured against the idea from a previous bad experience.

Related
Patterns

In some respects, this pattern is the process development equivalent ofArchitect also
Implements from [Cope]. It also has characteristics in common withGrass Roots
[Delano,Rising].

Dedicated Improvement Processors describes the other extreme to solving this problem. I
may be combined with this pattern to obtain a mix of full-time and part-time PIT members.

Known
Uses

[Wakulczyk]describes success with a software engineering process group (SEPG) compos
two full-time members and thirty-two part-time members.[Wiegers] mentions the use of
ongoing “mini-project” teams (PITs coordinated by a central PEG) consisting predominantly
part-time members to successfully implement process improvements at Kod
[Dorsey,McDonald] describe their SPI success at GTE using a central PEG to coordin
Process Action Teams (PATs) composed of 3-5 part-time members.[McLane] mentions DEC's
use of an extended SEPG (or ESEPG) composed of part-time members and states how
were vital to piloting and implementing changes within their projects.
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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Pattern Dedicated Improvement Processors

Context SeePIT also Practices.

Problem How much time should PIT members devote to improvement efforts so that they may m
reasonable progress without becoming completely detached from rest of the practitio
community?

Forces SeePIT also Practices.

Solution Require PIT members to dedicate their efforts full-time to the improvement process. Make s
they periodically spend time helping development projects with process-related and qua
related aspects of their work, such as: preparing and implementing plans for pro
management, configuration management, requirements management, etc., as well as
documents or reports. Thus, in addition to conducting process definition and improvem
efforts, PIT members serve as hands-on mentors to assist development projects in succes
performing the process and tailoring it to their needs.

Full-time PITs are often referred to in the literature as Process Engineering Groups or PE
The term software engineering process group or SEPG is commonly used in CMM-ba
improvement initiatives (the SEI Software CMM states the SEPG should be devoted full-ti
to SPI efforts, but in practice, this is frequently not the case, particularly for smaller groups)

Resulting
Context

The process improvement project need not progress at a snail's pace. PIT members have
time and resources to devote to the requisite care and feeding of the improvement project.
conceptual integrity and continuity of improvement efforts is less at risk with full-tim
personnel.

This pattern opts for the opposite extreme fromPIT also Practices. It takes the risk of having
members who are more isolated from the project development teams in order to have gre
resources available to effect process improvement. It tries to manage this risk by having
members make a deliberate effort to regularly interact with the development project teams.

It may not be feasible to apply this pattern in small groups, or groups that are in the mids
avoiding a crisis: the immediate cost to the business of sparing your best and brigh
practitioners may be too great to enable the organization to sustain itself, much less return
healthy state once the benefits of SPI start to appear.PIT also Practices may be more suitable
for such groups, even if it means progressing more slowly.

Related
Patterns

This pattern is similar toDedicated Champion [Delano,Rising].

PIT also Practices may be combined with this pattern to achieve a mix of full-time and par
time PIT members. In fact,[Herbsleb,Carleton]mentions successful CMM-based SPI efforts a
Tinker Air Force Base OC-ALC which made extensive use of both full-time and part-tim
SEPG members. The OC-ALC group concluded:

Having SEPG membership of both full-time personnel and part-time personnel is very
important. The full-time members provide continuity for the process improvement
efforts, while the part-time members act as advisors, advocates, change agents, and
communications liaisons.

Known
Uses

[Herbsleb,Carleton]describes successful CMM-based SPI efforts at Bull HN using a full-tim
SEPG.[Fowler,Rifkin] cite multiple successful SPI initiatives carried out by full-time SEPGs
[Donaldsen,Siegel] also cite successes of SPI efforts using full-time PIT members.
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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Pattern Process follows Practice

Context Process is Product has been applied and a PIT has been assembled. Now the PIT need
commence with the business of changing or adapting the process to meet the improve
goals and document the result to the extent required.

Problem How do you change the process to meet the required improvement goals while at the same
ensuring that the documented process accurately depicts the reality that is being practice
developers?

Forces The desire to begin making process changes is often very strong. So is the need to demon
visible progress as soon as possible in order to give credibility and confidence to SPI effo
This flies directly in the face of forces already mentioned: resistance to change, speed and
of change (evolution versus revolution), and tolerance for change. You want to change
process documentation to address the requisite assessment criteria, but you also wan
documented process to be used and followed by the practitioners (as opposed to shelfwar
simply stays on the shelf, never to be used except when a process auditor happens to be vi
the premises).

Solution Start by discovering and understanding current practice throughout the group. Find exis
process documentation and talk to practitioners to understand how tasks are perform
Reconcile any differences between actual and espoused processes. Document and revie
newly characterized process. Then iteratively and incrementally improve the process
ensure that the documentation is updated appropriately. This defines the following ma
activities (each of which needs several smaller grained patterns for further elaboration):

Cherchéz les Documentation!
Excavate the written process: Find and read all existing formal and informal process
documentation. This may require assistance from the practitioners to point you in the
right direction.

Know Thyself!
Excavate the current practice: Talk to practitioners to understand how they do their
work. The purpose of this is comprehension, not criticism or appraisal. The developers
must trust the person asking the questions and be able to give honest answers withou
fear of being punished or judged. Have the practitioners help you reconcile any
differences between actual practice and the espoused process, and use appropriate te
and diagrams to capture your findings (it is important to track down and understand
unspoken behaviors as well as spoken ones). Be sure to make note of the things your
group is doing right (best practices) in addition to things that appear to be going wrong
(lessons learned). These will be important in determining process areas in need of
improvement, as well as process areas requiring little or no change.

Documentation Redux!
Consolidate the results from capturing existing practice. Further “excavation” may be
needed to clarify various issues. Be as clear and concise as possible and try to distill
the documentation down to the minimal amount of text and pictures that is necessary
and sufficient to describe the existing process. Have all participants review the
resulting documentation for consistency and correctness. Then baseline the results.

Piecemeal Growth!
Use the baselined process as a benchmark for identifying which areas to concentrate
upon for the next iteration of improvement efforts. Improve the process in an
incremental and evolutionary fashion. Engage practitioners in proposing,
implementing, and evaluating improvements (seeVirtual Forum and Improvement
Action Teams). Incrementally deploy and institutionalize each improvement
throughout the group. Ensure that formal process documentation is updated to keep
“in sync” with process changes being newly practiced.
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A spiral framework for iteratively incorporating planning, assessment, and risk manage
activities throughout the improvement process. Although the spiral model is employed
somewhat similar fashion for product development, the Shewhart cycle tailors its use for pr
improvement.

At first glance, Improvement follows Spiral might seem somewhat contradictory to
Improvement follows Process and Process follows Practice. However, it is in fact
complementary to both of them. When combined withImprovement follows Process, it suggests
that both the improvement process and the development process should incorporate the
model in an appropriate manner. The process definition lifecycle suggested byProcess follows
Practice fits into one of the earliest iteration cycles to perform, while the suggested pro
evolution outline maps very closely to most variants of the Shewhart cycle commonly empl
in SPI initiatives.

[Grady] writes at length about Hewlett-Packard's success in using the classic Shewhart
together with the spiral model for planning SPI efforts.[Wiegers] describes SPI efforts at Kodak
which applied a spiral cycle ofPlan-Do-Assess-Verifyfor evolutionary improvement.[Wakulczyk]
remarks upon NORAD's success applying a spiral cycle ofAnalyze-Plan-Do-Check-Actfor SPI.
[Jones,Kasunic]and [Radice] both describe success with extensions to the SEI IDEAL mod
iterating the cycle ofInitiate-Diagnose-Enact-Assess-Leveragein a spiral fashion for SPI planning
and implementation.[SPC] and [Kellner] also recommend the use of an evolutionary spir
process model for incremental process improvement.

Resulting
Context

Related
Patterns

Known
Uses

The above activities will not necessarily progress in strict sequential order. In particular, a g
deal of iteration will probably be required between the first three activities before proceed
onto the fourth.

Resulting
Context

This pattern actually defines the major phases of an early cycle of the improvement proc
First employ some archaeology to uncover existing process artifacts. Second, employ s
anthropology to better understand process stakeholders, and discover existing practices. T
characterize the process, bringing together all the artifacts and practices, and reconciling
differences (at the end of this step, review and then baseline the results). Finally, improve
system incrementally. The first three activities form a lifecycle model for process definitio
while the last activity outlines the basic structure of an iterative lifecycle for process evolutio

Evolutionary and incremental change is used as a means of balancing the forces of resistan
change, speed and size of change (evolution versus revolution), and tolerance for cha
Improvement progress is seemingly suspended somewhat during the “archaeology” phase
this is deemed necessary in order to analyze the process stakeholders and understand
existing cultural behavior and values. With this knowledge in mind, improvement plans th
carefully take into account the existing process and culture have a higher likelihood of be
successful (or as[Humphrey] writes: “If you don't know where you are, a map won't help!”).

It should be noted that the level of detail to which the process should be characterized is
clearly stated by this pattern. Does it make a difference if you are conducting improvem
efforts for ISO 9000 versus the SEI CMM or SPICE? What if the existing process is alrea
fairly repeatable and successful? What if the existing process is chaotic, unrepeatable,
unreliable? These are all valid questions in need of other patterns to provide their answers.

Process Definition

Process Evolution

archaeology

anthropology

characterize

assess

deploy identify

evaluate

imple-
ment
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Rationale Process follows Practice builds on Process is Product by pointing out that process
improvement is akin to a certain kind of development project: namely a legacy syste
reengineering project (involving significant interface changes) where it is deemed infeasible
impractical to simply throw out the existing system and start over from scratch. Rather,
existing system must first be carefully understood and then incrementally modified so as to
adversely inconvenience the existing customer base.

Disregarding existing practice, by suddenly proposing an entirely new and complet
redesigned process, often sends a negative message to practitioners: everything they have
doing up until now is wrong. This is seldom true. While there may be areas in need of defin
improvement, it is likely that practitioners are doing a great many things correctly.Process
follows Practice emphasizes these things and makes it clear that not everything has to cha
This increases familiarity and self-esteem and decreases the size and speed of changes
made.

Related
Patterns

Core Processes andStrategic Direction Initiative [Beedle]have many similarities toProcess
follows Practice.

Virtual Forum may be used throughout the application of this pattern for some of th
communication that occurs between the PIT and the practitioners. Mercenary Analyst, fr
[Cope], may be useful for composing and revising process documentation.

Improvement follows Spiral builds upon this pattern by suggesting a framework upon which t
impose the proposed lifecycle phases.Improvement follows Process suggests the process to
use for the various activities within the improvement lifecycle.

Known
Uses

Examples of first characterizing and assessing the existing process, and then using that
benchmark for effecting continuous incremental process improvements are either cited
described in[Krasner], [Austin,Paulish], [Fowler,Rifkin], and[WeinbergV4].

Pattern Improvement Action Teams

Context A specific process area been selected for improvement. Some preliminary planning
discussion has already been conducted to flesh out the essential requirements for
improvement, and to propose some feasible alternatives for implementing it (perhapsVirtual
Forum was used for much of this).

Problem To facilitate its acceptance while making effective use of time and effort, who shou
implement and deploy a given improvement idea?

Forces Although the PIT (or PEG) is primarily responsible for leading process improvement effor
process changes are most likely to be accepted when developed in participation with
individuals who are the targets of the change. The PIT has been granted the time and reso
to make such changes happen, but such time might be better spent delegating all or part o
implementation and deployment to some subset of individuals. Unfortunately, the rest of
practitioner community can't necessarily afford the same amount of time and resources a
PIT to participate in SPI efforts.

Solution Form a small Improvement Action Team (IAT) from the pool of PIT members and practitione
who championed or supported the improvement idea. The IAT should be a small team tha
tightly focused on the single improvement. Non-PIT members of the IAT should devote 10
20% of their time to implementing the improvement (which requires management coopera
to adjust their commitments). Have the IAT regularly communicate status to the PIT. After
IAT has fulfilled its charter, disband the team (except perhaps for some periodic maintena
which requires less time and effort).
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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Resulting
Context

Temporally recurring process “SWAT teams” enlist practitioners in the implementation a
deployment of incremental process improvements. Most of the PIT can spend more of its t
dealing with other aspects of the SPI project while still keeping tabs on the IAT and providi
assistance when necessary. The IAT can be singularly focused on the specific improvem
(perhaps much more so than the PIT, which is probably busy with other SPI issues as well
addition, the development projects from which IAT members are drawn are desira
candidates for subsequently pilot-testing the improvement (provided the development pro
isn't too high-risk or high-profile).

Once again, as withLocal Heroes, patterns for establishing appropriate rewards an
reinforcement to encourage participation and cooperation are needed to help this pa
succeed (seeCompensate Success [Cope], andCompensate Results [Beedle]).

Related
Patterns

This pattern is reminiscent ofEngage Customers [Cope], Grass Roots [Delano,Rising],
Process Owners andBusiness Architecture Team [Beedle].

TheVirtual Forum may be used by the IAT to communicate some of their efforts to the PIT an
the practitioners.Improvement follows Process and Improvement follows Spiral should be
used to conduct the efforts of the IAT.

Known
Uses

[Haley] describes the use of ad hoc task teams (which included line-engineers) to implem
individual process improvements at Raytheon.[Fowler,Rifkin] cite multiple SPI case studies
where using such “working groups, task forces, networks, or tiger teams” met with succe
[Herbsleb,Carleton]writes of SPI efforts at Tinker Air Force Base OC-ALC using technica
working groups (TWGs) composed primarily of practitioners and coordinated by one or m
SEPG members to implement specific improvements (or a set of improvements) in a gi
process area. The TWGs were disbanded once their charter was fulfilled.

Proj

PIT

Proj

Proj

Proj

Proj

IAT
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Pattern Improvement follows Process

Context Process follows Practice has been applied and the PIT or an IAT is ready to commenc
planning, designing, implementing, and deploying process changes.

Problem What process should be used for improving the process itself?

Forces Ideally, the process should be capable of encompassing self-improvement. However, if
were the case, the process might not be in need of certain improvements in the first pl
Using process methods and techniques that differ from those you have recommende
practitioners damages your credibility within the development community. It also demonstra
the inability of your current process to accommodate the existing range of project doma
However, numerous activities and concerns to be considered for SPI efforts are mark
different from those of product development.

Solution Whenever plausible, use the same process that you are trying to impose upon the o
practitioners, or that you have already imposed upon them. Newly proposed improvem
should try to accommodate how they might be practiced for process development as we
product development.

Sometimes there are certain things you do for product development that simply don’t m
sense for process development (perhaps certain elements of release engineering). In
situation, the process improvement project may end up doing things differently from t
product development projects (or may omit something altogether).

In either case, try to find any common elements or principles between the two approaches
reasonable justification for why they do things differently) that can be abstracted out. T
common parts should be documented and then policies or guidelines and rationale for
alternatives can either be recorded in the process documentation, or in project document
which tailors how the process will be applied to the specific project. This makes the ove
process more flexible for future projects and is still a reasonably honest attempt by P
members to follow their own rules.

Resulting
Context

Improvement follows Process results in congruence between the words of the PITs and IAT
with their own actions, and with the desired actions of the rest of the development commun
Practitioners see the PIT “practicing what it preaches”, which lends credibility to their effor
In addition the process becomes flexible enough to accommodate many of the varying nee
both product development, and process development.

Related
Patterns

The recommendation of a process that is “self-aware” for the sake of its own improvem
suggests an interesting similarity toReflection from [POSA].

Improvement follows Spiral suggests a framework for planning and organizing improvemen
activities within the confines of the improvement process.

Known
Uses

[Curtis] , [Fowler,Rifkin], [Donaldsen,Siegel]all observe the importance of PIT members
leading by example and bolstering credibility of their efforts by following the same order
processes which they expect others to adopt.[McCarthy] and [Cusumano,Selby]note that
Microsoft refers to this as “dogfooding”, because it brings to mind the sentiment that p
product vendors should be required to “eat their own dogfood” before asking consumers to
it to their own beloved pets.
by Brad Appleton <bradapp@enteract.com> http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/docs/i-spi/i-plop97.html
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Pattern Improvement follows Spiral

Context You need to come up with an overall battle-plan to structure the set of activities for carry
out process improvement. This may apply to improvement efforts in general (which a
planned by the PIT or the PIT leader/manager), or for a specific improvement that w
proposed and is now ready to be implemented by an IAT.

Problem What framework should be used to structure the various activities of planning, implementat
assessment, and deployment for process improvement initiatives?

Forces Group-wide process improvement efforts need to be carefully planned if they are to succ
Numerous risks must be identified, evaluated, and approriately resolved or addressed. Om
an important step or overlooking a key risk can result in total project failure. Too mu
emphasis on planning and analysis may slow progress to a virtual standstill, or prevent prog
from ever taking place. Too much emphasis on action and not enough on assessment may
in sloppy and ineffective efforts that eventually fail. Even if a suitable balance of action a
reflection is found, the order and frequency in which these activities are are performed
make or break a process improvement initiative.

Solution Impose a spiral model upon the process improvement lifecycle and base it off some varian
the Shewhart cycle ofPlan-Do-Check-Act(espoused by Deming and in TQM circles). Current
incarnations of the spiral model include the original model proposed in[Boehm88], the
“Theory W” spiral model of[Pressman]and an updated model in[Boehm96]called the “Win-
Win” spiral model.

Resulting
Context

A spiral framework for iteratively incorporating planning, assessment, and risk managem
activities throughout the process of implementing and deploying improvements. The sp
model is used in a manner similar to that which its proponents recommend for softw
development. The Shewhart cycle tailors the spiral model for use with process improvem
efforts ([Grady] reaches this conclusion as well).

PLAN

DO CHECK

ACT

improvement
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Conclusions
This paper began by claiming that important social and cultural issues make process improvement projects m
different from most product development projects. Then numerous patterns were presented, many of which
to contradict this claim by emphasizing how process improvement projects should be treated much the s
product development projects. Both the similarities as well as the differences between these two kinds of p
are vitally important. The process patterns described here seem to extol the similarities:

• A processis a product!
• The existing process is a legacy system
• Process improvement is a legacy systems reengineering project
• SPI projects should be planned and managed similarly to software development projects
• SPI processes should closely resemble product development processes
• Evolutionary and incremental/iterative development (improvement) seems to be most successful
• Engaging customers early and often in dialogues which regularly communicate status and feedback is a

element of success (and its absence is often a leading cause of project failure)

The organization patterns, however, focus on the important social and cultural differences:

• Social organization and communication strategies employed need to accommodate the fact that the c
actually lives under the same roof as the organization itself, co-habiting with all of its members

• Customer interaction and communication issues are profoundly amplified in process improvement p
because the customers are members of the same cultural community as the SPI project managers and a

• As a result, the organization's internal ecosystem is more sensitive to the impact of improvement efforts
they effect changes in that very same culture

The patterns presented here are by no means a complete set. Many more patterns are needed for a compr
overall solution for initiating and sustaining process improvement. The important problems of how to succes
obtain senior management “buy in”, setup rewards and incentives, solicit practitioner enrollment, create a
mental model of the desired state, establish process ownership, and conduct training and education,
addressed by most of these patterns. Precious little is said about varying needs of different organizational c
What needs to be done differently for calendar-driven or documentation-driven organizations? What about gr
constant crisis or crisis-aversion mode who appear unwilling or unable to spare even a modicum of resources
but the most immediately pressing of matters? Patterns which provide solutions to problems such as these
needed before the patterns in this paper can be confidently applied in all of these contexts.

Related
Patterns

At first glance, Improvement follows Spiral might seem somewhat contradictory to
Improvement follows Process and Process follows Practice. However, it is in fact
complementary to both of them. When combined withImprovement follows Process, it
suggests that both the improvement process and the development process should incorp
the spiral model in an appropriate manner. The process definition lifecycle suggested
Process follows Practice fits into one of the earliest iteration cycles to perform, while the
suggested process evolution outline maps very closely to most variants of the Shewhart c
commonly employed in SPI initiatives.

Known
Uses

[Grady] writes at length about Hewlett-Packard’s success in using the classic Shewhart c
together with the spiral model for planning SPI efforts.[Wiegers] describes SPI efforts at
Kodak which applied a spiral cycle ofPlan-Do-Assess-Verifyfor evolutionary improvement.
[Wakulczyk] remarks upon NORAD’s success applying a spiral cycle ofAnalyze-Plan-Do-
Check-Actfor SPI. [Jones,Kasunic]and[Radice] both describe success with extensions to the
SEI IDEAL model, iterating the cycle ofInitiate-Diagnose-Enact-Assess-Leveragein a spiral
fashion for SPI planning and implementation.[SPC] and[Kellner] also recommend the use of
an evolutionary spiral process model for incremental process improvement.
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